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TO: MEXICO CITY
FROM: DIRECTOR
CONF: 8-E-C-B-E-T
INFO: DEP, G1/CA, WE 4, WH 7, RF, 1/C

TO: MEXI
INFO: C/1724, 1/C 2903

TYPIC DEGRIP SHAPE

REF: MEXI 254 (IN 22049) 6

1. BE SUBJECT PARA 1-C OF REF, WISH KNOW NATURE AND EXTENT DEGRIP RELATIONSHIP WITH SUBJ AT THIS POINT AND REASONS WHY DEGRIP FEELS SUBJ IS CONVINCED GUARDI. HIS INTERESTED IN ESTABLISHING S/N LINK WITH SUBJ BECAUSE OF TIES WITH TARGET MILITARY PERSONALITIES.

2. REQUEST MEXI REVIEW SUBJ WITH DEGRIP AS THOROUGHLY AS POSSIBLE INCLUDING LIKELIHOOD SUBJ WOULD ACCEPT CLANDESTINE ROLE AND WITH WHAT GROUP OR ORG HE WOULD MOST LIKELY COOPERATE. WOULD APPRECIATE VIEWS ON HOW WE CAN RECRUIT SUBJ AND ESTABLISH SECURE COSMO LINK WITH MINIMUM EXPOSURE DEGRIP.

END OF MESSAGE

C/S COMMENT: DEGRIP FINALLY LOCATED, JULIO LLANO.